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INFORMATION ON SERIES OF DOCUMENTS  

 

Series CRIM 9/1-75, 77 and 80 

Title CRIM 9: Central Criminal Court: After Trial Calendars of Prisoners 1855-1934 

Structure After trial calendars arranged chronologically and by county for each calendar. 
Includes alphabetical index of prisoners for each trial calendar or session. 
Counties or Areas included per session: London, Kent, Essex, Surrey, Middlesex 
and Admiralty. Each calendar gives the following details for each prisoner: 

Name, Age, Trade, Degree of Instruction, Name and Address of Committing 
Magistrate, When Received into Custody, Offence as Charged, When Tried, 
Before Whom, Verdict of Jury, Sentence or Order of Court. Details of statistics of 
particular offences for each county listed. Pieces 76, 78, 79 and 81-95 are 
closed and retained by department for 75 years so they are not included in this 
package. 

 

Size/Scope 
95 bound volumes. Approx. 29,000 images and 78,000 named individuals. 

 

Pieces 1-28 there are approximately 15 single page images per calendar with an 
average of 14 calendars or sessions per piece. Approximately 50 named 
individuals per calendar. Approx. 6,000 images and 20,000 named individuals 

 

Pieces 29-75, 77 and 80 are a mixture of single and double page images. 
Approximately 40 images per calendar with an average of 12 calendars per 
piece. Approximately 100 named individuals per calendar. Approx. 23,000 
images and 58,000 named individuals. 

 

Physical Format 
and Condition 

Original records only. They are a mixture of string–bound and book-bound 
volumes ranging in size from 280mm by 260mm to 430mm by 280mm. Many of 
the earlier volumes are held in place by stiff cardboard. Some string is loose and 
therefore some bindings are in poor condition. One volume viewed had one page 
which was severely torn causing some data loss. Later volumes in bound books 
in good condition. 

Popularity Between 1st January 2009 and 31 December 2009 this series of records was 
requested in the reading rooms at The National Archives some 105 times. In a 
package with other related material it is expected to be of greater interest to the 
public. Popularity would also be greatly increased by improved ease of access. 

 

Research Guide 
Tracing 19th and 20th Century Criminals 
 
Sources for Convicts and Prisoners 

Possible areas 
for indexing 

Name, Age, Offence as Charged, Verdict of Jury. 

 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATID=4003&CATLN=3&Highlight=&FullDetails=True
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/rdleaflet.asp?sLeafletID=120
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/rdleaflet.asp?sLeafletID=253

